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There are three parts in the report

 

Part 1. Personality Profile

This part is the personal profile assessment that helps searching for behavioral

identities that are strengths, weaknesses, competitive advantages and improvement

points according to the applied psychological perspective. These can be brought

out to personal development. Knowing self in both positive and negative ways

helps opening wider views in difference recognition among different people. This

leads to better adjustment in interpersonal communication, socialization and to be

more effective and more understanding cooperation in the team that comprises

people with different opinions and with different expressions.
 

Part 2. Team Profile

This part shows the team profile with the distribution of each team member in  

“Team Insights Diagram” consisting of eight main styles. Having explained the

characteristics, including advantages and issues that need to be wary of each style.
 

Part 3. Styles Adaptability

This part provides team member’s style identification and adaptability for team

cooperation, including working with members of the opposite style. 



 

Part 1
Personality Profile

Sample

Summary Profile

Assertive
Initiative
Competitive
Decisive
Self-reliant

Generous
Participative
Charming
Socializing

Criticizing
Prefer diversity
Responsive
Active
Quick tempered

Independent
Insistent
Informal
Random
Self-satisfied

U-code : k6i3c2e1



 
A person with this type of graph is very independent and so high self-confident.  He/she has
vision, forward thinking, and work very hard to achieve goals.  Sometimes, he/she may appear
aggressive, straightforward and diverse interest.  Sometimes, he/she may appear cold and
blunt.  He/she sets a high standard for him/herself and others, expects completed tasks, and
might criticize if things are not up to his/her standards.  Demanding quick results, he/she gives
a great deal of importance to time and efficiency that people might sometimes view him/her as
impatient, brief, and self-center.  He/she likes to do activities all the time, vigorous, agile, and a
doer.  Therefore, he/she might be frustrated when there is no goal to achieve. 
 
He/she is good at capturing other people’s motives and using them to get on the way what
he/she desires.  He/she explicitly expresses his/her demanded results, likes challenging and
unique works, likes to compete and prefer him/herself in a major position, is willing to take
responsibility if a job is challenging toward his/her goals, and shows self-satisfaction when the
job is accomplished.  Wanting to control surrounding environment, he/she dominates people by
attempting to change people’s thoughts and actions and also persuading others to achieve
goals.  Therefore, others’ feelings are easily affected or irritated.  He/she is likely to avoid any
constraints e.g. close supervision, time-consuming tasks, detailed tasks and routine jobs.  This
type of person gives an importance to personal freedom and can easily be frustrated when
working in a group or any group activities.
 
Nevertheless, he/she can be quite charming when interacting with others.  He/she can use
his/her skill in talking to persuade others to help him/her.  Even though he/she sometimes
frightens and dictates other’s decision, he/she is generally likable among colleagues.  This type
of person is shrewd, fast thinking and can create results, this person may lose patient or
criticize those who are not alike him/her easily.  He/she is firm and determined even under
conflict situations.  When necessary, he/she can take charge and mandate even he/she is not
in the position where authority is granted.  This type of person tends to be easily hot-tempered
and angry, especially when he/she feels falling down or fail or feels being taken advantage. 
He/she desires for task achievement and gains recognition from the success he/she produces.  



 
Strengths and Value to the Organization

Determined and strong-willed individualist, a fighter, like challenge, love freedom to act.●

Straightforward, self-confidence, dare to express opinion.●

Have vision, look forward, view big picture, and create changes.●

Goal and performance oriented, concentrate on quality, high standard, high expectation.●

Decisive, take action, initiate new idea and dare to change.●

Agilely, dynamic, versatile, be able to adapt him/herself.●

Build mutual feeling and relations by sharing value to each other. Inspire others.●

 
What Others Might Perceive as Negative

May be too much self-confident, overestimate own and others’ abilities.  Ignore rules to●

impede goal reaching.
Challenge and argue when being pressure or threaten●

Think and act fast.  Be hasty and rash. Take high risk, too venturous. May overlook●

some information.
May ignore rules to impede goal reaching.  Exert too much power.●

In crisis, might give command to others which might irritate or hurt others’ feelings.●

Easy to be bored, hot-tempered. Often be frustrated with the ones who cannot catch up●

with him/her.
Dislike focusing in details and may cause missing some important information.●

Impulsive and hasty, quick response. Dislike the ones who speak vaguely or act●

circuitously.
 

Guidelines for Improvement
Pay more attention to others’ reaction and more receptive to feedback from others.●

Pay attention to listen others’ opinion.●

Explain his/her reasons and concepts regarding goals and problem handling.●

Try to ease up and slow down the pace to relieve stress both in him/her and others.●

Choose gentle words and speak in soft tone, express more polite especially under●

stressful situation.
Thinking thoroughly and cautiously. Spend more time for consideration, take slower●

response which will help to calm down and see issue clearer.
Allow more time to respond in order to be calmer and view an issue more delicately.●

Pay attention more for details, give more importance in quality.●



 
Be more patient, control self-emotional expression and aware of appropriateness and●

suitability.
Collaboration with team, help and support others and give value to long-term●

relationship.
 

Satisfied Work Environment
Work independently without too close supervision.  Prefer to control situation by●

him/herself.   
Get opportunity to fully utilize his/her power of authority and expertise.●

Be able to fully express feeling and opinion.●

Prefer work with various activities, challenge the competence, not in routine and not go●

into too much detail.
Work in creative environment.  Be competitive, enthusiastic and has opportunity for●

advancement.
Work that provides opportunity to control situation and own performance.●

 
Things that Motivate

New creative, modern and challenge opportunity.●

Be able to control situation, environment of work and his/her own result.●

Opportunity for advancement and outstand.●

Opportunity to work independently and can take action on activity.●

His/her opinion and achievement are recognized or interested.●

Be competitive and opportunity to win and achieve goal.●

Gain reward from the win and success.  Be upgraded or promoted.●

 
Things that De-motivate

Be in restricted rules and be closely monitored while working.●

Not gain recognition in his/her work result and capability.●

Things that derogate his/her image to public.●

Get repetitious work or work with complication and details.  Get bored and no fun.●

Lose face, discredited.  Be perceived meaningless.●

Be limited the responsibility.  Be examined and interfered the authority. ●

Be limited to use resources.  Not support the resources.●

Be forced to do what he/she disagrees with.  Or be forced his/her to follow. ●



Personality Profile

Natural Profile
- Reflects inner motive and desire which is natural trait of each person. This
behavioral profile often expresses when the person be his/herself.

Profile Scale:
Dominance 69%

Influence 50%

Steadiness 45%

Conscientious 40%

Filtered Profile
- Reflects type of behavioral profile that person tries to do and act according
to the expected behaviors, e.g. expectation under roles and responsibilities
or expectation at workplace.

Profile Scale:
Dominance 70%

Influence 60%

Steadiness 25%

Conscientious 38%

Summary Profile
- In reality, person will express behavior to be in line with profiles from two
graphs above. This graph is combination of those two graphs which explains
behavior that person normally acts.

Profile Scale:
Dominance 69%

Influence 56%

Steadiness 36%

Conscientious 39%



Shift Pattern
- Shows the changing between natural profile and filtered profile.

Shift Scale:
Dominance 1%

Influence 10%

Steadiness -20%

Conscientious -2%

Personality Analysis

Prominent Traits
             Prominent Traits are natural behaviors. These behaviors are perceived that suitable
with current environment/work condition. Therefore, these behaviors are continued and clearly
seen. 
             Possibility of prominent traits as follows;

Confident, self-assured●

Assertive, insistent●

Initiative, active●

Transient Traits
             Transient Traits are non-natural behaviors. They are perceived important and need to
be adjusted to suit with current environment/work condition. These behaviors can be changed
according to the changed environment.
              Possibility of transient traits as follows;

Optimistic, positive●

Sociable, easy to blend in●

Openly, friendly●



Potential Traits
             Potential Traits are natural behaviors but be perceived not suitable to express in
current environment/work condition. Thus, these behaviors are expressed occasionally such as
when under pressure.
             Possibility of potential traits as follows;

Not found

Inactive Traits
             Inactive Traits are non-natural behavior and they are perceived unnecessary to adjust
in current environment/work condition. In general, these behaviors are not seen and expressed.
             Possibility of inactive traits as follows;

Empathy, considerate●

Team focus, relationship●

Steady, consistent●

Rational, quality focus●

Analytical thinking, reasoning●

Sensitive, receptive●

Tension and adaptability
             The following graph shows tension level of the person as a result of adaptation from
natural behaviors to suit with current environment or work condition. High tension may result in
pressure and stress. High adaptability would help person to be more capable in taking pressure
from behavioral changes.  Tension level that is considered ‘high’ shall be start from 20% up.

10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  
Tension 20%

Adaptability 60%

Possible causes of tension: Be expected to increase adaptability, increase speed to respond

and express enthusiasm. Be agile, alert, open for the changes and be ready at all times. 



Management Style Tendencies:
 
Communicating

Prefer influential communication.  Focus on fact, straightforward, clear and concise.●

Often choose to listen or remember only own interested topics.  Dislike being●

interrupted but may interrupt others.
Openly express opinion and feeling.  Be confident in communication.●

Quickly change from one topic to another.●

Often communicate informally and friendly during relax situation but if necessary,●

he/she is able to modify communication style to be serious, concise and command in
order to controlling situation surrounding.
Present in broad picture, emphasize on objective and expected results.●

More interest in opinion and conclusion rather than principle and details.●

 
Delegating and Directing

Generally assign task directly together with explanation and persuasion.●

Clearly state his/her goal or needs but not emphasize on details and rarely identify●

procedure and process.
Assign task by focusing on efficiency and speed which may cause defect on work●

quality.
Tend not to give a chance for others to ask back.  Often assume he/she always gets●

collaboration.
Rarely ask others’ opinion or consensus from assignee before assigning task.●

Often assign others to collect details for him/her.●

Often be frustrated to the person who cannot follow his/her thought when assigning.●

May forget to follow up task or forget that which task to be assigned and to whom.●



 
Developing People

Set up high development target, high expectation, less flexibility when there is any●

mistake since he/she may feel lose and fail.
Create mutual feeling and unified relationship in team. Encourage and inspire team for●

their determination.
Emphasize on team efficiency and active. Non-stop development, point up the team to●

expose for new subjects and quick response for changes.
Be bold to apply different methods for personnel development.●

Praise and openly admire team for good performance based on tangible achievement.●

Perceive slow thinker or inactive person as a low performance one.●

Evaluate others from capability to make achievement.●

 
Problem Solving

Often want to solve problem quickly. May seek way to shorten or speed up steps in●

order to do some other further things.
Confidence in self-ability for problem solving.  Assure in self-skills especially in the area●

of own expertise.
Perceive problems and obstacles as a kind of challenge and need to overcome.●

Determine to solve problem.
Dare to try new methods to solve problem, not adhere to traditional methods. Work●

intensely and understand all processes.
May ignore rules that impede his/her goal.  Exert overpower.●

Able to quickly cope with urgent problems and emergency situation.●

May view problem is too easy or underestimate of problem severity. ●

Fast thinking and taking action without going in details which may result in missing●

some important information.
May discard problems if he/she perceives the problem is so small, not interesting, not●

worthwhile, or not challenge his/her ability.



 
Decision Making

High self-responsibility therefore gives high importance and takes serious in making●

decision.
Tend to manipulate others’ decision making by trying to change others’ thought to●

comply with his/hers.
Perceive decision making as part of getting “control” of situation which is in accord with●

his/her preferable style.
Able to take high risk.  Dare to make change by accepting that any decision for all●

issues is not necessary to be always right.
Know how to use authority and network for the best of his/her decision making.●

Often conclude and make quick decision without fact consideration carefully. Only●

roughly evaluate advantage and disadvantage of each decision option which may result
in not good qualified decision.
Ask for others’ opinion but only to confirm his/her conclusion which has already been●

done. 
Making decision by emphasizing on work results thus may cause others’ unsatisfactory●

and uncomfortable.
 

Planning and Managing Time
Need to be a direction controller and make plan by him/herself due to highly confidence●

in own ability and to make sure of the goal achieving.
View big picture.  Like planning and setting up strategy but often not getting into details●

in the plan. Plan may look disorderly.
May overlook the existing limitations thus not take them into consideration for planning.●

Planning by emphasizing on efficiency, effectiveness and success.●

Rush and hurry, hot-tempered, serious, thus make others who work with feel tired and●

exhausted easily. 
Able to create new missions or projects by him/herself. ●

Prefer privacy. Dislike being disturbed and view it as wasting his/her time.●

May underestimate difficulty and complexity of the action plan.●



 
Influencing and Motivating Others

Convey strength and confidence in order to convince others to go along with.●

Often encourage others using determination and seriousness to communicate success,●

victory or performance.
Able to modify character, expression or image to suit with situation. Know own●

standpoint of what having done for what to respond.
Open up him/herself. Be friendly and reliable to others which making easy to persuade.●

Excel in figure out others’ motives and use that motive in leading to his/her preset way.●

Try to change others’ idea and action and encourage others to achieve goals. Thus●

often easily affect others’ feeling.
Try to speak convincingly but often not spend much time in convincing. Rarely be●

patient with others especially the inactive persons or persons who speak circuitously.
Tend to express unsatisfied or be moody if others do not agree what he/she has●

proposed.
When perceiving critical situation, he/she may apply authority to force other to follow●

his/her way.
 

Response when Pressured
Quick respond to the change but in the way to overcome thus able to stand high●

pressure.
Tend not to allow external pressure to generate stress to him/her. Never yield to●

anyone.
Fight opponent when he/she feels being threaten or insulted or taken advantage. Fight●

in any timing.
Unable to control emotional expression well enough. Rather not be self-reserved, may●

immediately show frustration by facial expression.
Hot-tempered, easy to get angry especially when he/she feels about to fail or being●

taken advantage. 
Express more violent tone and show self-power and possibly together with power from●

information in hands.
Guard, self-defend openly and definitely persist on own standing point when under●

pressure.
May challenge people around and possibly result in serious argument about different●

opinions.



 
Guidelines for Stress Handling

Open for others’ feeling. Make understanding others’ necessitate and limitation.●

Try to be patient, control self-emotion, often observe own violent temper and effect of●

that violent to others.
Be concentrative, spend time to consider situation or issue which causes the anxiety.●

Should keep waiting and listen to others attentively before taking response. Slower●

response will reduce rashness and impulsiveness.
Relax. Adjust to slower pacing in order to reduce stress in him/herself and others.●

Be adaptability. Ease off. Reduce taking control and adherence to rules.  Learn to be●

compromise.
Take some holiday to change the environment in order to reduce stress.●



 

Part 2
Team Profile

          Just as individuals have unique styles, teams also tend to develop their own unique styles.

Since the team formed by the aggregation of multiple people with different needs and style to come

together and share responsibilities. The individuals, typically, are likely to exhibit behavioral actions

reflect themselves out, which is a major factor causing accumulation and molded into a unique style

of the team.

          In this report, team profile is divided into eight patterns are determined by focus or priority

given by team. These include a focus on "Results", "Persuasion", "Enthusiasm", "Relationship",

"Support", "Stability", "Accuracy" and "Competency".

          Every pattern is important to success of the team. Each team may focus on many different

patterns and with different concentrations. This part shows the distribution of each team member in

the diagram. Having explained the characteristics, including advantages and issues that need to be

wary of each pattern.

 

Team Insights Diagram
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          Distribution Diagram

         Shows the characteristics of team members, represented by black circles on various positions in the

diagram. The closer to the border, the higher intensity of the style. The red circle shows inclination of the

team style.

  
Individual style plots

Letters a, b, c, ..... representing team members. (See next page)

    

Team style plot

D - 63% I - 46% S - 47% C - 44%



 

Team members details

 Sample  A  B

 C  D  E

 F  G  H

 I  J  K



Priority to “Persuasion”
This type of team is active.  It likes to initiate new project.  The
team decides without hesitation.  It introduces new methods to
improve work efficiency.  The team can persuade and do not stick
with old working method. It is highly confident in making decision
as it dares to bear risks.  It values speed and implementation, not
regulation nor complicated process..
 

 
Representing 33%  (4 of 12 team members)

 
Pros

Fully utilize team potential.●

Make change.  Initiate new ideas.●

Confident to achieve challenging goal.●

Dare to risk and decide when there is obstacle.●

Persuade and encourage member participation.●

Have self-confidence.●

Make use of business instinct to achieve goal.●

 
Cons

Lack good planning because it wants rapidity which can cause no discretion.●

Use emotion and instinct rather than logic to decide.●

Pressure takes place, especially with a person who analyzes and goes in details or with●

a slower person.
Lack good time management.●

Ignore regulation that obstructs work.  Overuse power.●

Lack enough follow-up.●

Take too much responsibilities and new works to handle.  ●

 

















 

Number of members in each team style

          The diagram indicates the percentage of each style. Every style is important to success of the team.

However, weight of importance of each style may not equal, depending on the context and environment of

that team. In addition, lacking of characteristics of any style can also be supplemented filled from other team

members.
ABC Manufacturing

20 May 2017



Part 3
Styles Adaptability

 
          It is well known that the effective and successful in the workplace are those who
understand themselves, both their strengths and weaknesses. There can be adapted and
developed to suit the expectations of the context, the environment and the people to get
involved. In addition, several studies indicate that the most important factor to make the
team successful is that team members are aware of the differences and adapt.
 
          This part is an introduction to various styles of team members and how to identify
styles of team members of the eight patterns. These patterns are determined by using "the
emphasis or priority", same process as team profile. There are "Results", "Persuasion",
"Enthusiasm", "Relationship", "Support", "Stability", "Accuracy" and "Competency". It also
includes providing important advice on communication and cooperation with them.
 
          In addition to a style contrast, the potential for misunderstandings or conflict will add
up. Therefore, focusing and realizing the difference between him/her and us, knowing the
issues or expression that need to be adjusted, will help reduce conflicts, increase efficiency
in cooperation and live together with difference happily.
 

 



Team member’s style identification and adaptability for team cooperation
 

         Emphasis on “Result”
  

 

 
Straightforward

Bold

Decisive

Impatient

Results

Urgent

          This type of person is straightforward, energetic, active,

independent, and serious.  He/she likes challenges, dares to risk and

makes decision quickly.  This person may request and pressure others

towards his/her goal.  He/she does not hesitate, instead, is able to

make complicated decisions that may have impact on others’ feelings.

         This type of person has a solution to all challenges.  He/she

does not fear to express his/her opinion.  Others may be frightened of

his/her personality.  They believe he/she always underestimates their

abilities.  Actually, he/she likes people that work well, especially the

person who can work to achieve goal.  To gain acceptance from this

type of person, others must be successful at work.  He/she usually

looks for challenges and is not worried about work that he/she has

never done before.  Routines cause boredom quickly.  He/she enjoys

developing new things and creating unique piece of work.  This person

hardly admits defeat and stepping back.  In order to achieve the goal,

he/she is willing to quickly adjust him/her/herself to people and

situations.  He/she is not adherent to his/her past success or failure. 

 
Work suggestion with this type of team member

Concisely communicate right to the point.●

Clearly specify target and expectation.●

Response fast.●

Indicate the coming outcome.●

Check work correctness in details because fast work may cause mistake.●

Avoid argument.●

Let the team member work freely and control him/herself.●

Let the team member take responsible for a challenging work.●

 

















Blending with the opposite styles
   

     In the context of team, the person with this type of graph tends to emphasize and
strengthen the team “Persuasion”. Team members that quite different from you are those who
emphasize :
               - “Support”
               - “Stability”
               - “Accuracy”
  

     Understanding and awareness of the difference. As well as trying to adjust the expression
or interaction minimizes conflicts that may arise, and enhance communication and coordination.
 

PERSUASION    SUPPORT, STABILITY, ACCURACY
 

                     Contrast 
Extroverted    Introverted ●

Quick to Change    Slow to Change●

Optimistic    Pessimistic●

High Risk    Low Risk●

Feeling Expression    Temperance●

Spontaneous    Cautious●

 

 
 
          Suggestion

Adjust to appropriate speed because the other party may not catch up.●

Give detail information and enough time.●

Talking too straightforwardly may hurt others’ feeling.●

Showing too much confidence makes the other unsure about arising mistake.●



Development Plan:

 

START   Never do or seldom do; see it useful therefore will start doing.

 

 

 

 

 STOP   Used to do or doing now; see it useless therefore will stop doing.

 

 

 

 

 CONTINUE   Used to do or doing now; see it useful therefore will continue doing.

 

 

 

 

 



About DISC
     For almost a hundred years, psychologist had studied about the differences of human behaviors in

responding to stimulus and external environment. The studies show 4 dimensions of human intrinsic drives

known as “DISC”.  Nowadays, this principle is well developed as an assessment tool to describe human

behavior patterns, called DISC Behavioral Assessment which is widely used among firms, recruitment,

self-development, study, and career selection.

       DISC stands for 4 characteristics: Dominance (D), Influence (I), Steadiness (S), and Conscientious (C). 

Each characteristic is different from one another as followed:

     Dominance: direct, confident, decisive, determined, confronting, making quick decisions, fast-working,

active, and result-oriented; A person who is dominant likes challenges, adventures, and competitions,

desires for power, eager to solve problems, and looks at the big picture.

     Influence: communicating, chatty, open, socializing, enthusiastic, joyful with people, having sense of

humor, optimistic, friendly, desiring in participating to help people, and good at   persuading people 

     Steadiness: calm, patient, good listener, sympathizing others, gentle, humble, steady, neat, cautious,

and passive.  A person who has steadiness follows work direction, cooperate with the team, and pay

attention to safety and security.

      Conscientious: methodical, formal, adhered to rules and standards, disciplined, attentive to details and

facts, accurate, analytical, rational, cautious, prudent, contemplative, and introvert.  

     These four behavioral characteristics are not to be compared among one another. No right or wrong. No

better or worse. Each has its own strengths and weaknesses. There are more or less all four characteristics

blended in one person. In general,  only one or two of them will stand out. DISC helps us “read” ourselves,

explaining who we are, how we behave, what our strengths and weaknesses are, what matter affects our

feelings, and being aware of our behaviors.  It helps finding what suits us and the appropriate ways to

improve our behavior for our best.

       In addition, DISC helps us understand others’ behaviors better, why they do such thing, act this way,

respond that way, and use that tone of voice and gestures. DISC broadens a perception of certain behaviors,

helping us understand people’s nature, view in different angles, and get to know who they really are.  In

consequence, we can determine the appropriate “interaction” for each person, adjust our attitudes towards

people, and accept and respect people’s differences.

       These basic understandings bring out and make use of good attributes of each person, balancing

differences resulting in “flexible” and “efficient” coordination which reduces conflicts and creates a pleasant

working environment. DISC can be applied in all activities concerning people, both in career and personal

life e.g. self-improvement, team development, communication, conflict management, recruitment, career

selection, customer service, selling, negotiation, business alliance relation management, etc.
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